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                  Confidentiality         
Treasure-Hunter's Lawyer May Have to Reveal Trust Docs                     
————————————————————————————————————
Snapshot            

• Lawyer may have to reveal docs from trust he created for ex-fugitive treasure hunter who hid gold from investors 
• Court signals that financier of shipwreck expedition should have raised the crime-fraud exception to privilege           
————————————————————————————————————          

By Samson Habte           
Nov. 3 — A federal magistrate judge in Ohio has signaled he might make a lawyer turn over documents from a trust the lawyer created for an ex-fugitive who salvaged gold from a 19th century ship, then absconded without paying the expedition's financiers.          
In an Oct. 25 order, the judge said the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege may allow The Dispatch Printing Company to get its hands on documents that may help it locate a trove of gold coins that famed treasure hunter Thomas G. Thompson salvaged nearly two decades ago (Williamson v. Recovery LP, 2016 BL 355058, S.D. Ohio, No. Case No. 2:06-cv-292, 10/25/16).          
But because The Dispatch didn't make the crime-fraud argument and instead advanced a novel legal theory, the judge denied its motion to compel and gave The Dispatch a second chance to raise the crime-fraud exception.          
The ruling prolongs a discovery fight in a lawsuit that accuses Thompson of breaching his obligations to The Dispatch and other investors who funded his mission to excavate the S.S. Central America, which was carrying some 30,000 pounds of gold when it sank in a hurricane off the coast of South Carolina in 1857.          
Thompson's team located the vessel in 1988 and recovered what a court later described as “one of the largest treasure finds in history.” Thompson went into hiding after he was sued by some of his investors, and he is now sitting in prison on criminal contempt charges because of his refusal to disclose the whereabouts of the treasure.          
The court had to decide whether The Dispatch could get information about Thompson's assets from another source: a lawyer who created an offshore trust where Thompson has allegedly stashed some of his undersea bounty.                     
The lawyer who created the trust, Carl H. Linder, claims his communications with Thompson and the documents he prepared for the treasure hunter are protected by the attorney-client privilege.          
In a motion to compel, The Dispatch replied that trust documents can never be protected by the privileged because they “must necessarily be disclosed to third parties” who will administer a trust. Disclosing attorney-client communications to a third party operates to waive any privilege that may have attached to those communications.          
Magistrate Judge Terence P. Kemp was skeptical about The Dispatch's argument. He said it wasn't clear that revealing the contents of a trust agreement to a trustee “is the type of disclosure which vitiates the attorney-client privilege which attaches to such documents.”          
But Kemp went on to suggest that The Dispatch might raise an alternative argument: “that any otherwise privileged communications between Mr. Thompson and Mr. Linder concerning this particular trust fall within the crime-fraud exception.”          
Second Bite at Apple           
Kemp said he was “somewhat surprised” that The Dispatch didn't invoke the crime-fraud exception.          
“There is a substantial amount of evidence now before the Court that Mr. Thompson was engaged in either fraudulent or criminal acts, or both, with respect to his secretion of assets upon which The Dispatch and others had claims,” Kemp said.          
Kemp also said he was “hesitant” to answer the argument The Dispatch did raise because the question of whether trust documents are privileged as a threshold matter “appears to be an issue of first impression under Florida law,” where Linder was served with the subpoena.          
“Perhaps there are reasons why The Dispatch does not believe that the crime-fraud exception applies here, but they are not immediately apparent to the Court,” Kemp wrote.          
“Because this provides a possible ground for resolving the dispute between The Dispatch and Mr. Linder which would eliminate the need to decide a state law issue of first impression, the Court will deny the motion to compel without prejudice to its reassertion on other grounds,” Kemp said.          
The Dispatch Printing Company was represented by John W. Zeiger, Steven W. Tigges, Bradley T. Ferrel and Ariel A. Brough of Zeiger, Tigges &  Little LLP, Columbus, Ohio. Linder was represented by Christine E. Watchorn of Ulmer &  Berne LLP, Columbus, and by Barry M. Wax, Miami.          
To contact the reporter on this story: Samson Habte in Washington, D.C. at shabte@bna.com          
To contact the editor responsible for this story: S. Ethan Bowers at sbowers@bna.com                     
For More Information             
Full text at http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/Williamson_v_Recovery_LP_No_206cv292_2016_BL_355058_SD_Ohio_Oct_2.                  

